Heraclitus on Old and

New

Months: P.Oxy. 3710

DAVID SIDER
While one recently published papyrus has given us a join of two hitherto
separate Heraclitean fragments,' another offers an altogether

new

fragment,

some would say two new fragments, of Heraclitus: P.Oxy. LIII (1986) 3710,
ed. by M. W. Haslam, a second-century commentary on Odyssey IQ? An
attempt to clarify yet another riddle from antiquity's notorious puzzler
would seem a proper (however insufficient) tribute to a scholar who has
done so much to shed light on 6 aKcneiv6(;.^

The passage

in

question occurs in the course of a

20. 156, dA.>.a }idX' ripi veovxai, ekeI Kai
tells the

maids

to get the

naaiv

commentary on Od.
where Eurycleia

eoptTj,

palace ready for the suitors,

early, since there is a festival for all."

who

"are arriving

This festival had already been
as that of Apollo Noumenios, the

by Philochorus (apud I ad loc.)
new month, whose significance for the Odyssey has been
ably elaborated by Norman Austin."* Now we have our newly published
identified

celebration of the

The Derveni Papyrus makes il highly likely that Heraclitus 57 Marcovich (22 B 3 D-K)
was followed immediaily by 52 M (B 94). Cf. my "Heraclitus in the Derveni Papyrus"
(forthcoming); W. Burkerl, "Eraclito nel Papiro di Derveni: Due nuove testimonianze," in L.
Rossetli (ed.), Aiti del Symposium Heraclileum 1981 (Rome 1983) 37-42; S. N. Mouraviev,
"The Heraclitean Fragment of the Derveni Papynis," ZPE 61 (1985) 131-32; D. Sider,
"Heraclitus 83 and 94 in the Derveni Papyrus," ZPE 69 (1987) 225-28; K. Tsantsanoglou and
G. M. Parassoglou, "Heraclitus in the Derveni Papyrus," in Studi e testi per il Corpus dei
papiri filosofici greci e lalini HI (Florence 1988) 125-33; eidem, "PDerveni, col. II 1-11," in
Corpus dei papiri filosofici greci e lalini I.l** (Florence 1992) 221-26; A. Lebedev,
'

"Heraclitus in P.Derveni,"

ZPE

79 (1989) 39-47;

L.

Schoenbeck. "Heraclitus Revisited."

ZPE

95(1993)7-22.

M. L. West, "A New Fragment of Heraclitus," ZPE 67 (1987) 16; S. N. Mouraviev, "P.
71 (1988) 32-34; idem,
Oxy. Lni 3710; Les nouveaux fragments d'Heraclite,"
"Heraclitus 4T," in Corpus (previous note) 229-42; W. Burkert, "Heraclitus and the Moon:
llie New Fragment in P.Oxy. 3710," ICS 18 (1993) 49-55.
^ Cf.

ZPE

^

For Mirosiav Marcovich 's contributions to the study of Heraclitus, see the bibliography in

first pan of this Festschrift (ICS 18 [1993] 1-17), books nos. 4-9; articles nos. 14, 38, 43.
53, 56. 70-71, 83, 86, 89-90, 93. 96. 133. 138. 154. 198; reviews nos. 2. 5-9. 16-17. 21.

the

FGrHist 328 F 88 xov 6e 'An6^Xxovo<; tautriv eivai von-i^eiv xr\v fmepav eiKoxtoq x6
npunov (pox; xco aixicoxdxcp zo\> irupoc;. cko.Xo'ov xe aijxov Kal NeojitIviov. ti loropCa napa
''

Philochorus wrote Hepi fjnepcov 'HXiov Kal 'AnoTiXeavoc, (Z Hes. Op. 768). Cf.
1 Pi. N. 3. 4 ai. xcov jxrivcov dpxal lepai eioi xou 'AnoXkoivoq; Haslam, P.Oxy. I.TTT (1986)
106 f.; N. Austin. Archery at the Dark of the Moon (Berkeley 1975) 245-52. See also J.
Russo's commentary ad Od. 20. 156 and Mouraviev. Corpus (above, note 2) 232 f.
(tiXoxopoi.
also
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commentary, apparently agreeing that the festival is indeed that of Apollo
Noumcnios, using Od. 20. 156 as an occasion to cite sources on solar
eclipses apparently tangential to Homer, since they can occur only at limes
of a new moon:^
/'.Oxy. 3710, col.

ii.

34-476

'ApiaxoviKoc; cpriaiv oxi voiJiiTivia

xoxe,

t|v

68ev 'AnoXXxovoc,, im\ 6 amoq fiXico.
6x1 Ev vo-uiiTivia al eKA.£i\|/ei(; 5tiXoi

35

'Apioxapxoq 6 Idjiioq YPO^^f^v ecpri xe
6 fiEv 0aXfi<; 6x1 EK^Eineiv xov r^Xiov oeA-fivric; ininpoaQtv auxo) yevo•

\iivr\c,,

crrm£io-u|j.e[vTiq

r\\iipac,
T^v

ev

r\

±6

]

.

.

.

40

xr\c,

noieixa; xfiv eyXeixi/iv,

01 fiev xpiaKciSa KaXx)\iciv, 01 5e vov-

^iTiviav.

'HpotKXeixoq-

ouviovxcov
xcov iirivcov i]\xipac,

e^

[o]xo\) cpai-

5eMxepnv, aA.Xx)x iTMoaovaq iiexapdXXcxai aXXxne nXzvvac,.
vexai, npoxepriv

vo\)|j.Tiviriv

45

'

38 {0x1} Lebedev 40 ari)i£io\)jie[vri(; xf] Kpiilvei xfiq sugg. Haslam:
OTiH£iov))i£[vo(; (Haslam) ek xr\<^ piixfiq dubitanter Rea apud Haslam:
II

xouxo] dno Lebedev: aTi)i.£io'6^.E[vo(; xo\>q opjovq Tfj{;
44 e^ [o]xo-u Haslam (approb. West): E^R^] y o\> (y Merkelbach)
Mouraviev 45-46 npoxEpii vo\)|aT]v{Ti (seu veo-) <kc,> Sevxepriv West
aTm£io\)|j.e[vo(;

Burkert

II

II

II

46-47

fort. leg.

^ExapdXXEcGai

The commentary up

to the point

where Heraclitus' words begin may be

rendered as follows:
Aristonicus says that

Apollo, since he

is

it

the

was then the new moon, hence (the festival) of
same as the sun. Aristarchus of Samos makes it

clear that (sc. solar) eclipses occur during

new moon when he

writes;

and

^ References lo solar eclipses are not as irrelevant to Homer as they might at first appear, for
Theoclymenus' depiction of the day of Odysseus' return as one when T|e^io? §£ / ovpavow
itpLnolxoXz (20. 356-57) was understood lo refer lo a solar eclipse; Heraclitus, Alleg. 75. And
since Homer seems lo have set this day at the new moon closest to the shortest day of the year,
he may indeed also have hinled al a solar eclipse, which would have added to the day's
darkness. The first unambiguous reference to solar eclipses occurring only at new moon is
found in Thuc. 2. 27. 2 xo\) 6' auxou Bepove; voufirivia icaxa oeXf|vT|v, cSonep Kai (lovov

6oKEi eivai y{yvea6ai d\)vaxov,b T]XiO(^ c^ckvnz.
^Thc text being quite secure, I dispense with most papyrological restorations and editorial
signs, which can be found in the ed. pr. and articles cited above. What follows is Haslam's text
with an abbreviated apparatus.
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is eclipsed^ when the moon comes in front of it,
day being marked (by occultation?),* in which (sc. day) the (solar)
echpse occurs, which some call the thirtieth and others the new moon.^

Thales said that the sun
the

What

Haslam ([above, note 4] 106)
moons/months meet, it changes days day
before, new-moon, second (?)
sometimes fewer, sometimes more, from
the moment it appears." What the two "it"s refer to remains cloudy. West
prefers to emend Ttpoxepriv vo\)|itiv{tiv to npoxepi] vo\)|j.t|viti and to supply
"As the monthly conjunctions (sc. of moon with sun)
ic, before 5ei)teptiv:
occur, it changes (or: there is a change in) the number of days from the
appearance of one new moon to the next, (so that there are) sometimes
fewer, sometimes more." West thus agrees with Haslam that the fragment
refers to the differing number of days from one month to the next, but, as
we shall see, the words KpoxEpri and 5£\)TEpri together in a context such as
this almost certainly refer to individual days rather than months (although it
is true that Ar. Eq. 43 xfi TipoxEpa vovfirivCa means "at the last vo-oiJ-Tivia,"
Idiomatic Greek, moreover, would prefer
i.e. "on the first of this month").
to use two forms of ETEpoq rather than "former" and "second" to express
what West finds in these words.
Mouraviev, convinced by Merkelbach that the lacuna in line 44
contained two letters,'^ translates first in French (1988) and then in Italian
follows calls for further discussion.

offers the following:

"When

—

the

—

(1992), with no difference in meaning, as follows: "AU'incontro dei mesi (il
corno lunare) non appare per tre giorni di seguito: la vigilia, la neomenia,
I'indomani. Talora si trasforma in meno giorni, talaltra in piu giorni." With
"corno lunare" Mouraviev refers to the near-universal custom among those
who adhere to strict lunar months of waiting to see the first lunar crescent
after a new moon before declaring that evening the start of the next month,
whose first day is called voviiTivia. Mouraviev thus makes the point of the

' The unanswered fiev and ccpri xe
oti ixXzinziv suggest that our commentator has
crudely excerpted from his source, perhaps Aristonicus; cf. L. Cohn, "Aristonikos 17," REJl.l
(1895) 964-66; G. S. Kirk, The Iliad: A Commentary I (Cambridge 1985) 38^1. For Thales in
this commentary, see A. Lebedev, "Aristarchus of Samos on Thales' Theory of Eclipses,"
Apeiron 23 (1990) 77-85; D. Panchcnko, "Thales and the Origin of Theoretical Reasoning,"
Configurations 1 (1993) 387-414, csp. 394-404.
.

^

.

.

from
noun is very
likely. For Haslam's suggested icpuyei, note this same papyrus column, lines 48-49 anoZeut;
Kp-untexai nev fi aeXrivTi, and cf. LSJ s.v. Kpuvj/iq and Archil, fr. 122. 2-4
/ ek

"The day being marked" seems

the day."

Traces of iota before

rf\c,

to

fit

the context better than "(Thales) inferring

.

.

.

are clear, so that a third-declension dative

W

jieoa^ppCriq e0r|ice vukx', d7toKpv)\(/a(; cpdo(; / fiXiou. Also
case, Burkerl's and Lebedev's restorations cannot work.

fitting

the traces

is

.

.

.

tu In either

' Does Aristarchus' knowledge of Thales' statement derive from Heraclitus, who, according
Diogenes Laertius 1. 23, credited Thales with being the first astronomer?
'° The accompanying plate in P.Oxy. seems to favor Haslam's reading over Merkelbach's.
Not only does the letter look more like a tau than a gamma, there is no trace of the bar over the
letter which would mark it as a numeral, as is found elsewhere in this papyrus.

to

19 (1994)
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fragment not the shifting number of days per month, but the varying number
of days during which the moon is dark.''
Haslam's translation is (as West points out) not clear; Mouraviev's
version, however, although a su^aightforward rendering of his text, presents
a more scientifically minded Heraclitus than we find anywhere in his
fragments. It is true that Heraclitus in his indisputable remains does discuss
various meteorological and cosmological phenomena, but always,

some

it

seems,

larger epistemological or political purpose.

(The

river fragment is not intended to further the study of potamology.)

More

in the service

particularly,

of

one misses

in

both Haslam's and Mouraviev's versions any

which pervades the extant fragments.'^
Retaining Haslam's [o]tov, then, I would like to argue for an
interpretation of this new fragment which views its style and point as
typically Heraclitean. To begin, we should note that the fragment seems
concerned with alteration and the ambiguity of naming, two pervasive
hint of Heraclitus' riddling style,

concerns of Heraclitus elsewhere.'^ In this case, Heraclitus exploits the
inherent potential for confusion in naming days towards one month's end
and the beginning of the next. Possible sources of confusion are: (i) One
could never be absolutely sure at the beginning of a true lunar month how
many days it would contain. Although there tends to be a regular
alternation of 29- and 30-day months, two or more consecutive 29-day or
30-day months are possible. '"* (ii) A cloudy 29th night of a month following
a 29-day

month

will induce people to

before the next month

assume

— mistakenly so

that there is

in the

still

one more day

case of two 29-day months

(iii) The nomenclature of the days of the month's last
almost universally a backward count after day 21, produces
a skipped day almost every other month. That is, day 21 = day 10 of the
waning month, day 22 = day 9 of the waning month
day 28 = day 3 of

(Samuel

ibid.),

decad, which

is

.

.

.

''
Cf. A. E. Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology (Munich 1972) 14 f.; O. Neugebauer,
The Exact Sciences in Antiquity, corrected 2nd ed. (New York 1969) 106-10; W. K. Pritchelt,
The Choiseul Marble (Berkeley 1970) 66-73; idem, "The Calendar of the Gibbous Moon,"
ZPE 49 (1982) 243-66; J. A.Walsh. "The Omitted Date in the Athenian HoUow Month," ZPE
41 (1981)107-24.
'^ Still less of Herachtus' style is to be found in col. iii. 7-11 of this papyrus, which West,
on the basis of Ionic forms alone, tentatively suggested was a second quotation: ^elc; xp(iTaioq]
(xpliTTi Mouraviev) cpaivojievoq etcKaiSielKaxp naooeXrivoq (paivexai ev fifieplpoi]
Teaaapcoicai6GKa- dnoXijindvei t6[v] unonexpov ev tmep^im \.y'. Mouraviev, Corpus
(above, note 2) prints this as a continuation of Heraclitus' words in col. ii, and Burkert too
considers it Heraclitean, but in a lemma in which the commentator seems to quote a new
authority with each new sentence, there is no pressing reason to believe that yet another
citation pertaining to months and days derives from Heraclitus. There are too many authors
who wrote in Ionic on scientific matters for dialect alone to count for much. Moreover, this
sentence is more concerned with particular numbers than Heraclitus shows himself elsewhere:
"The moon, appearing on the third day, appears as a full moon on the 16th, within 14 days; it

leaves the rest (to change) in 13 days"
'3 Cf. e.g.
'"*

39

(tr.

Burkert [above, note 2] 52).

M = B 48, 45 M = B 23, 50 M = B

Samuel (above, note 11) 14

between new moons

is

f.

Consider

15,

e.g. the

84

M = B32. 92b M = B 82.

year 1994, in which the number of days

as follows: 30, 30, 29. 30, 30, 29, 30. 29, 29. 30. 29. 30.

David Sider

Day
28

Full

Month

15

Hollow Month
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waning month. The next day, however, is either day 2 of the waning
month (in a full, i.e. 30-day month), followed by (in Athens, e.g.) old-andthe

ncw day or (in a hollow, i.e. 29-day month) day 28 is followed immediately
by old-and-new day. See Table 1.
Thus, the uncertainty as to the number of days in a month mentioned
above comes to a head on day 29. You and I can wake up towards the end
of a month not thinking or even caring about whether this particular month
has 30 or 3 1 days; at least we know that today is the 30th and will remain so
until midnight. And if it is a 30-day month, we do not feel that a day is
missing. A Greek, on the other hand, wakes up on the 29th not knowing
whether by sunset, when official watchers look for the crescent of the new
moon, the day will have changed names from (however it is expressed in his
particular city) "the day before the last day of the month" to "the last day of
the month." And because of the prevalent Greek custom of counting days
backward after the twentieth, with the countdown aimed at the thirtieth day,
a 29-day month was strongly felt to be curtailed, or rather "hollow," KoiXoq
(Geminus

8. 3).

is ripe for exploitation by either a comic poet or a
philosopher interested in alteration and underlying logos. We see the
former in Aristophanes, Clouds 1178 ff., where Pheidippides instructs his
father in the absurdity of naming one day as though it were two, sc. old-and-

This situation

new

day.

Since

day

was the day debts became due, Strepsiades would be
waking up, as indeed he does as the play opens, on the

this

especially anxious

after the 28th (cf. lines 1-3, 16 ff.).'^

We

new

see the latter in our

Heraclitus fragment, with the further complication that he also considers

moon is not only new but falls directly between
and sun to produce a solar eclipse. Why he would do so has been
hinted at above and expressed more clearly by Burkert ([above, note 2] 54),
when he says that "what is specifically Heraclitean is that both should be in
view, the change [sc. in the number of days] and the logos" and goes on
aptly to compare the river fragment, where Heraclitus alludes to the
simultaneous constant alteration and underlying unity which is most easily
seen in rivers but which characterizes all else in the cosmos.
I agree with Burkert in his overall assessment of the meaning of our
new fragment. There may be, moreover, yet another way in which it may
be said to be specifically Heraclitean; that is, its peculiar style, more
specifically its word order, seems designed to reproduce the very alteration
which it describes. Let us begin by noting that in every epigraphic count of
days known to us there is no calendric confusion between xpiaKOK; (or
however the last day of the month is designated) and vov^rivia, the first day
of the next month. The shift in days' names toward the end of the month as
those months in which the

earth

'^

Walsh (above, note

11) argues thai in Athens the omitted dale

<p0{vovxoq) rather than (as Samuel and Pritchett argue) the 29lh, but

ambiguity of

evri ical

vea remains.

was

—even

if

the 21st (SeKdrn

he

is

—

correct

the
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described above

is only part of the story, for not only can the second day
from month's end come to be called the last day, but the last day itself, in
both hollow and full months, since the evening's crescent moon signals a
new month, shares in both months. As Aristarchus says, there is a day-long
period of time called both TpiaKd<; and vov^-nvia. To be more precise, the
last day becomes vo\>^Tivia at sunset, as spelled out by Z Ar. Nu. 1
179P evr\
|iEv fi xpiaKocc;, vea 5e ti vovjiTivia.*^
It may be that the exceptional
circumstance of a solar eclipse advanced the change in names by several
hours. But in any case, a day could begin as tpiaKd(; and then be declared a
"new moon" day. The new calendar month, however, would begin the next
day, and it too would be called, as usual, vov^T|via. In evidence of which
Aristarchus cites Heraclilus, understanding him, I believe, to be referring to
the existence of two successive days called vot>)XT|via (more precisely, part
of one day after sunset and all of the next day).
Before we apply these facts to the new fragment, we should also remind
ourselves that Heraclitus several times uses an dno koivov construction to
reinforce his philosophical point. As I argued in an earlier article,^^ the
following fragments should be read with the underlined words taken anb
Koivov> with what precedes and what follows:

M

1

(B

xov 5e Xoyo-u xo\)5* kovxoc, a let d^vvexoi yivovxai

1)

avGpcojioi KiX.

40

M (B

12) notajioioi xoiaiv a{)Toioiv eiiPawovaiv exepa koI exepa

\)baza enippei.

86

M (B 5) KoBaipovxai 5' aViiaxi )j.iaiv6nevoi.

94

M

(B

1

19) TiSoq dvSpcoTia) Saijicov.

These examples suggest a complex way of reading the three words
center of the

at the

new

fragment. First, as an asyndetic listing of three days
which end one month and begin the next:
(i)

npoxepTi, a generic term to describe the day before the end of the

month;

terms 7tpoxpiaKd(; (Boeotia, Rhodes, Cos) and, even more
(Thasos).^^ This term, as illustrated in Table 1, not

cf. the

telling, Tcpo veo)j.riviTi(;

only differs from city to

city; it can itself undergo alteration within a 24hour period during a hollow month.
(ii) veojiriviTi, the first day of the new month.
(iii)

5£t)TepTi, the

second day of the new month.

Simultaneously the same three words, with the middle term taken
Koivot), can refer to the two successive days called vo\)^'nv{a:

anb

Cf. also I Ar. Nu. 1134c evti xe Kal vea- t\ vo\)|irivia; Z Demosth. 21. 297 xr\v
teXevxaiav fmepav
tiv xiveq evriv Kal veav, xiveq 6e vountiviav ovond^ovoi; Plut.
.

.

.

,

Sol. 25.
^'

"Word Order and Sense

Boudouiis

(ed.).

in Heraclitus:

Fragment One and the River Fragment,"

Ionian Philosophy (Athens 1989) 363-68.

in K.
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(i)
(ii)
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vo\)|iTivir|.

vou^riviri Se-uxepri

19

Read thus, the sentence effectively mirrors the situation it describes as
names for days overlap and shift in meaning and number just as the days
themselves do. The overlapping boundaries between months may make for
difficulties in observation and nomenclature, but the underlying pattern of
day following day remains, even when disrupted by a solar eclipse. With
the

we can note how this fragment fits in with other astronomical
= B 94
fragments pertaining to boundaries between day and night (52
= B 120); equally suggestive,
= B 99, 62
[see above, note 1], 60
= B 10:
especially given its first word (avviovtcov), is its similarity to 25
ovXXa\])iEc,- bXa Kal o-ux oA.a, a\)|i(pep6^evov 5ia(pep6|xevov, avvaSov
6ia6ov EK TidvTcov ev Kal e^ ev6<; Tidvxa.
Translation of the new fragment still presents difficulties, perhaps, as
Haslam suggests, because of faulty transmission; a minimal change would
be to read |i£TapdX?i£o9ai for pLZxa^aXkciai, which could have been
written by the scribe under the influence of the nearby (paivexai. Or the
text may be sound but the subject of cpaivexai has been obscured by the
Burkert,

M

M

M

M

•

fragment's being wrenched out of context. The sense seems to be
something like the followingi^*^ "When months come together the days
prior vovjji-nvia (and) second
sometimes
since it (sc. the moon) appears
changes (to) fewer, sometimes (to) more."

—

Fordham

—

University

'^ This seems preferable lo regarding Seuxcpriv as an example of "expressive asyndeton"
(Burkert [aix)ve, note 2] 52 n. 18).
^° Cf. PI. Gorg. 58 le avco Kal kcxtco ^exaPaAAojievou, which may be an echo of Heracl.

56ab

M (B

84ab), where the sources mention Heraclitus' avco

Katoroad along with

his

words

HetaPdXXov dvaTiauetai.
This article has benefited from discussions with Dirk Obbink and Dmitri Panchenko, and
from comments received from Michael Haslam.

